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Let's Stop Meeting Like This
Tools to Save Time and Get More Done

Dick Axelrod and Emily Axelrod
_________________________________________________

Most people regard meetings as places where productivity goes to die. But in

this book, leading consultants Dick and Emily Axelrod share a way to meet

that enables you to get work done right there in the meeting, an approach

they've spent thirty years field testing. Using the same work-design

principles that transformed the mind-numbing assembly line into the

dynamic factory floor and make video games so engaging, they offer a

flexible, repeatable process that has already been used to run thousands of

productive meetings in all kinds of organizations.

The Axelrods show how to design every aspect of a meeting-from the way 
you greet people at the beginning to how you sum up at the end-so that the 
experience will be energizing, rather than exhausting, and relevant and 
helpful to every participant. Dubbed the Meeting Canoe (since, like a canoe, 
it adapts to changing conditions and is a collective effort), this approach is a 
seismic shift in the way we view, use, and participate in meetings. The many 
current users of this system will never go back. Neither will you.Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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With Liberty and Dividends for All
How to Save Our Middle Class When Jobs Don't Pay
Enough

Peter Barnes
_________________________________________________

Economic inequality has become like the weather: everyone talks about it,

but nobody knows what to do about it. Working Assets cofounder Peter

Barnes has a plan: pay equal dividends to everyone from wealth we own

together.

Barnes argues that, thanks to automation, globalization, and winner-take-all

capitalism, there will never again be enough high-paying jobs to sustain a

large middle class. The only hope lies in nonlabor income-that is, in jobs plus

something more. Building on our Declaration of Independence, an essay by

Thomas Paine, and a thirty-year-old program in Alaska, Barnes proposes

paying monthly dividends to every American. This supplemental income

would come from assets we hold in common-the atmosphere, the natural

world, our monetary system, and more. Such dividends would not only keep

our economy humming but also make it unprofitable to abuse nature.

Barnes's proposal bypasses the current gridlock between left and right; once

set up, the dividend system is purely market based. This work is a truly

visionary yet eminently practical solution to a seemingly intractable problem.
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Boards That Excel
Candid Insights and Practical Advice for Directors

B. Joseph White
_________________________________________________

Boards That Excel  is a different kind of corporate governance book. Author

B. Joseph White, a successful corporate executive, a veteran of many boards,

and a distinguished academic, argues that boards enable organizations to

excel only when directors go beyond their standard duties of oversight and

monitoring management. Directors, he says, must set high aspirations, serve

as stewards who know the organization in all its dimensions, and make

decisions that create value for all stakeholders-owners, employees,

customers, and society. The goal is not just achieving short-term success but

ensuring that the company or nonprofit retains control of its destiny over the

long term.

White provides a comprehensive guide to all the responsibilities of a board

member, always informed by this wider perspective. He draws lessons from

his own experiences serving on boards, as well as interviews with more than

a dozen high-performance directors, including General Motors's board chair

Tim Solso, Siebel Systems founder Tom Siebel, and legendary real-estate

investor and Equity Residential chairman Sam Zell. Authoritative and

disarmingly honest, this work is an inspiring call to board members to

understand and fully embrace their critically important role.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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Corporations Are Not People
Reclaiming Democracy from Big Money and Global
Corporations

Jeffrey Clements, foreword by Bill Moyers
_________________________________________________

The Supreme Court's Citizens United ruling that corporations are people

eliminated campaign finance restrictions and dramatically increased

corporate power-but attorney Jeff Clements shows how you can fight back.

Clements explains the strange history of how the Supreme Court came to

embrace a concept that flies in the face of not only all common sense but

most of American legal history as well. He shows how unfettered corporate

rights will affect public health, energy policy, the environment, and the

justice system.

In this new edition, Clements details Citizens United's ongoing destructive 
effects-for example, Chevron was able to spend $1.2 million to influence a 
single local election in a city of 100,000 people. But he also describes the 
growing movement to reverse the ruling-since the first edition, 16 states, 
160 members of Congress, and 500 cities and towns have called for a 
constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United. And in a new chapter,

Clements shows how-state by state and community by community-

Americans are using new strategies and tools to renew democracy and curb 
unbalanced corporate power.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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The Secret
What Great Leaders Know and Do

Ken Blanchard and Mark Miller, foreword by John C.
Maxwell
_________________________________________________

In this new edition of their classic business fable, Ken Blanchard and Mark

Miller get at the heart of what makes a leader successful. Struggling young

executive Debbie Brewster asks her mentor the one question she desperately

needs answered: "What is the secret of great leaders?" His reply-"great

leaders serve"-flummoxes her, but over time, her mentor reveals the five

fundamental ways that leaders succeed through service.

This new edition includes a leadership self-assessment so that readers can

measure to what extent they are serving and where they can improve. The

authors also have added answers to the most frequently asked questions

about applying the serving-leader model in the real world.

As practical as it is uplifting, The Secret shares Blanchard's and Miller's

wisdom about leadership in a form that anyone can easily understand and

implement. The book will benefit not only those who read it but also the

organizations they work in and the people who look to them for guidance.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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The American Revolution of 1800
How Jefferson Rescued Democracy from Tyranny and
Faction - and What This Means Today

Dan Sisson, with Thom Hartmann
_________________________________________________

In this brilliant historical classic, Dan Sisson provides the definitive window

into key concepts that have formed the backdrop of our democracy: the

nature of revolution, stewardship of power, liberty, and the ever-present

danger of factions and tyranny.

Most contemporary historians celebrate Jefferson's victory over Adams in

1800 as the beginning of the two-party system, but Sisson believes this

reasoning is entirely the wrong lesson. Jefferson saw his election as a

peaceful revolution by the American people overturning an elitist faction that

was stamping out cherished constitutional rights and trying to transform our

young democracy into an authoritarian state. If anything, our current two-

party system is a repudiation of Jefferson's theory of revolution and his

earnest desire that the people as a whole, not any faction or clique, would

triumph in government. Sisson's book makes clear that key ideas of the

American Revolution did not reach their full fruition until the "Revolution of

1800," to which we owe the preservation of many of our key rights.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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Hello, My Name Is Awesome
How to Create Brand Names That Stick

Alexandra Watkins
_________________________________________________

Too many new companies and products have names that look like the results

of a drunken Scrabble game (Xobni, Svbtle, Doostang) . In this entertaining

and engaging book, ace naming consultant Alexandra Watkins explains how

anyone-even noncreative types-can create memorable and effective brand

names.

The heart of the book is Watkins's proven SMILE and SCRATCH test, as

featured in the Wall Street Journal and Inc. A good name makes you SMILE

because it's Suggestive-it evokes a positive brand experience; is Meaningful-

your customers "get it"; uses Imagery-it is visually evocative to aid in

memory; has Legs-it lends itself to a theme for extended mileage; and is

Emotional-it resonates with your audience.

A bad name, on the other hand, makes you SCRATCH your head because it is

Spelling-challenged-it looks like a typo; is Copycat-it's similar to competitors'

names; is Random-it's disconnected from the brand; is Annoying-it has

hidden meaning or is forced; is Tame-it's flat, descriptive, and uninspired;

suffers from the Curse of Knowledge-only insiders get it; and is Hard to

pronounce-it's not obvious and unapproachable.
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The Reciprocity Advantage
A New Way to Partner for Innovation and Growth

Robert Johansen and Karl Ronn
_________________________________________________

Reciprocity is now possible-for the first time-on a massive scale. In this

prescient book, Bob Johansen and Karl Ronn explain how to create what they

call a reciprocity advantage. By sharing your assets intelligently with

carefully chosen partners, you can learn how to make money in new ways

and have a broader social impact. It's a powerful source of disruptive

business innovation.

Johansen and Ronn show you how to create your own reciprocity advantage

by

(1) uncovering your right-of-way, the underutilized resources you already

own that you can share with others;

(2) finding partners who can help you do what you cannot do alone;

(3) experimenting to learn through the cloud; and

(4) scaling, but only when your reciprocity advantage is desirable, viable,

and ownable. If it's not scalable, it's not worth doing-and the authors

describe technologies that make scaling up faster than ever. Reciprocity

advantage will be the new competitive advantage. Think "give to grow."

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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Your Life Isn't for You
A Selfish Person's Guide to Being Selfless

Seth Adam Smith
_________________________________________________

In Your Life Isn't for You, Seth Adam Smith expands on the philosophy

outlined in his popular blog post "Marriage Isn't for You," which received over

30 million hits and has been translated into twenty languages (and

counting). In this inspiring, funny, and moving book-a welcome antidote to

the modern obsession with self-Seth shows how his philosophy of living for

others can enrich every aspect of your life, just as it has his.

Seth writes not as an expert but as a flawed human being sharing what he's

learned-and learned the hard way. He reveals how, years before his

marriage, his self-obsession led to a downward spiral of addiction and

depression, culminating in a suicide attempt at the age of twenty.

It was the love and support Seth experienced in the aftermath, which he so

poignantly depicts here, that opened his eyes to the dead end (literally) of

selfishness. With a mix of humor, candor, and compassion, he reflects on the

experiences in his life-his difficult missionary stint in Russia, his time as a

youth leader in the Arizona desert, his marriage, even a children's story his

father read to him-that led to his conviction that the only way you can find

your life is to give it away to others.
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The B Corp Handbook
How to Use Business as a Force for Good

Ryan Honeyman, foreword by Jay Coen Gilbert
_________________________________________________

More than 1,000 companies from 80 industries and 30 countries are leading

a global movement to redefine success in business. They're called B

Corporations-B Corps for short-and these businesses create high-quality

jobs, help build stronger communities, and restore the environment, all while

generating solid financial returns. Author and B Corp owner Ryan Honeyman

worked closely with over 100 B Corp CEOs and senior executives to share

their tips, advice, and best-practice ideas for how to build a better business

and how to meet the rigorous standards for-and enjoy the benefits of-B Corp

certification.

This book makes the business case for improving your social and

environmental performance and offers a step-by-step "quick start guide" on

how your company can join an innovative and rapidly expanding community

of businesses that want to make money and make a difference.

________________________________

Ryan Honeyman is the founder of Honeyman Sustainability Consulting, a 
Certified B Corporation. 
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The Discomfort Zone
How Leaders Turn Difficult Conversations Into
Breakthroughs

Marcia Reynolds
_________________________________________________

Leaders, managers, and coaches are charged with getting people to stretch

their limits but are often unsuccessful. Top leadership coach Marcia Reynolds

says the problem is that when incorrectly handled, difficult conversations

create more resistance than growth. Reynolds offers a model and methods

for discovering what to say so people change their own minds. As a result,

leaders equip people to find their own solutions, see situations more

strategically, and grow beyond their limitations.

Reynolds explains how to pick the right time and place to enter the

discomfort zone and how to create a "safety bubble" so that people will trust

your intentions. Then, drawing on recent discoveries in the neuroscience of

learning, she helps leaders ask questions that short-circuit the brain's

defense mechanisms and habitual thought patterns. Instead of being told,

people see for themselves where they're falling short and how they can do

better, resulting in lasting changes. Reynolds includes numerous examples

and case studies to see the techniques in action.
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In Their Own Hands
How Savings Groups Are Revolutionizing Development

Jeffrey Ashe and Kyla Neilan, foreword by Frances
Moore Lappe
_________________________________________________

Two and a half billion people worldwide, too poor and too rural to be served

by traditional financial institutions, desperately need a better way to save

and borrow. Jeffrey Ashe and Kyla Jagger Neilan say the answer is savings

groups.

In savings groups, members put what they can in a communal pot and make

loans to individual members for needs like buying food to survive the "lean

season" before the harvest, building a business, investing in livestock, or

paying school fees. Once a year, the entire pot plus interest on loans is

divided among the members. Unlike other poverty alleviation options,

savings groups are run entirely by their members and spread by word of

mouth from village to village, reaching remote areas with remarkable

success. By catalyzing the problem-solving capacity of the poor, savings

groups avoid subsidies, debt, dependency, and high costs while reducing

hunger and building assets and solidarity.
Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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The Six Secrets of Raising Capital
An Insider's Guide for Entrepreneurs

Bill Fisher
_________________________________________________

Based on Bill Fisher's three-day seminars that regularly sell out all over the

world, this book offers the kind of capital-raising street smarts no

entrepreneur can do without. As a banker in Silicon Valley in the �80s and a
businessman who founded a number of successful companies beginning in

the �90s, Fisher has seen firsthand the kind of rookie mistakes aspiring

entrepreneurs make that end up stopping them before they have a chance to

get started.

Fisher looks at six traditional steps in the capital-raising process and digs

beneath the surface to expose subtle but critical aspects of each-knowledge

that, until now, could come only with experience. For example,

entrepreneurs believe that great business ideas get funded. Not true-just

look at the failure rates of venture-backed companies. Great business stories

get funded, and all great business stories have a similar construction and

shape. And of course the entrepreneur needs an investor, but each investor

comes with his or her own personality issues. You need the right match for

long-term success, not just whoever is waving the biggest check-a

temptation that is easy for cash-strapped entrepreneurs to succumb to. 
Having this book is like going into your investor meetings with a trusted 
advisor who knows all the ins and outs of raising capital.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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Why Motivating People Doesn't
Work . . . and What Does
The New Science of Leading, Energizing, and Engaging

Susan Fowler
_________________________________________________

Top consultant, trainer, and coach Susan Fowler says stop trying to motivate

people! Motivating people is frustrating for everyone involved, and it just

doesn't work. You can't motivate people-they are already motivated, but

generally in superficial and short-term ways. Applying recent, often

surprising psychological discoveries, Fowler lays out a tested model and

course of action that will help leaders guide their people toward motivation

that not only increases productivity and engagement but gives them a

profound sense of purpose and fulfillment.

Fowler argues that leaders still depend on traditional carrot-and-stick

techniques because they haven't understood their alternatives and don't

know what skills are necessary to apply the new science of motivation. Her

Optimal Motivation process shows leaders how to move people away from

dependence on external rewards and help them discover how their jobs can

meet their deeper psychological needs-for autonomy, relatedness, and

competence-that science tells us result in meaningful and sustainable

motivation. Susan Fowler's book is the groundbreaking answer for leaders

who want to get motivation right.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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The Intelligent Optimist's Guide to Life
How to Find Health and Success in a World That's a
Better Place Than You Think

Jurriaan Kamp
_________________________________________________

The world isn't coming to an end, contrary to what you may have heard, says

Jurriaan Kamp. Certainly there's upheaval and economic, political, and social

instability, but the media's near-exclusive focus on conflict and disaster

means that the progress and everyday acts of brilliance taking place across

the globe go unnoticed, which contributes to the sense that apocalypse is at

hand.

And pessimism can be fatal: Kamp cites research showing that those who

indulge in negative thinking are more likely to smoke, be overweight, and

have high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and an increased risk of

Parkinson's disease than optimists. Meanwhile, evidence abounds that

optimism-intelligent optimism, not a rose-colored-glasses brand of wishful

thinking-is good not only for your mind but for your body, too.

Kamp demonstrates that, on the whole, we're living longer, becoming 
smarter, working less, and growing richer. Democracy is on the rise, and 
violence is declining. 
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Locked Down, Locked Out
Why Prison Doesn't Work and How We Can Do Better

Maya Schenwar
_________________________________________________

In Locked Down, Locked Out, journalist Maya Schenwar looks at how prison

tears families and communities apart, creating a rippling effect that touches

every corner of our society. Through the stories of prisoners and their

families, as well as her own family's experience of her sister's incarceration,

Schenwar shows how the institution that locks up 2.3 million Americans-and

decimates poor communities of color-is shredding the ties that, if nurtured,

could foster real collective safety.

The destruction does not end upon exiting the prison walls: the 95 percent of

prisoners who are released emerge with even fewer economic opportunities

and fewer human connections on the outside than before. Locked Down,

Locked Out shows how incarceration takes away the very things that might

enable people to build better lives.

Looking toward a future beyond imprisonment, Schenwar profiles

community-based initiatives that foster antiracist, anticlassist, prohumanity

approaches to justice. These programs successfully deal with problems-both

individual harm and larger social wrongs-through connection rather than

isolation, moving toward a safer future for all of us.
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Power Through Partnership
How Women Lead Better Together

Betsy Polk and Maggie Ellis Chotas
_________________________________________________

Drawing from their own twelve-year partnership and from interviews with

125 women business partners across the world, Betsy Polk and Maggie

Chotas have learned something powerful: when women work together, they

discover a level of support, balance, confidence, and accountability and a

freedom to be themselves that is rarely found in other work relationships.

Heroic male partnerships are a staple business success story, but female

partnerships rarely receive the same kind of attention. Power Through

Partnership is a call for women to recognize and build on the inherent

strengths that make them uniquely able to create successful trust-based

professional relationships. Polk and Chotas demolish the myths that keep

women from collaborating and then offer readers advice for handling

potential challenges-like finding the best partner, dealing with conflict, facing

fears, taking risks, and knowing when to let go of a partnership.

Featuring lessons learned from women partners in all kinds of industries, this

book shows that when women collaborate-combining complementary skills, 
pushing ego aside, and supporting each other-they can work as full equals to 
achieve something that's exponentially greater than the achievements of the 
two working alone.
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